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Color Collage

LEO

Objective:

Develop an understanding of basic collage.
Develop fine motor skills.
Create an understanding of basic color theory.
Understand how to see a variety of shades and tints of one color.
Develop an understanding of the term overlapping

Key words:

Shade (one color with black - darkness of a color), tint (one color
with white - lightness of a color), color, collage, overlapping

Materials:

Magazines
Old cardboard scraps from
boxes
Construction paper
Glue

Any thing that can be glued
onto paper (yarn, glitter, fabric,
leaves, grass, etc.)
Scissors

Instructions:

1. Collage is a form of art when a picture is made by sticking cloth, pieces of paper, photographs,
and other objects onto a surface.
2. Before beginning the collage with your child, have them select a color. This color will be the
theme of their collage.
3. After they have selected their color begin looking for that color. Look in magazines, through
scraps of fabric, photographs, paper, cardboard, etc. Go outside and see if you can find anything in
nature that match their color choice. For example, if they chose green, they could collect pieces of
grass and leaves. If they chose yellow they could collect weeds, flowers, leaves, etc. Make the
search like a treasure or scavenger hunt.
4. Once they have a wide variety of different items of their color choice, they may begin gluing
those things to their paper. Try to choose a piece of construction paper that is the same as their
color choice.
5. Your child may choose to cut or re-shape some of their findings, encourage this as well, as
having them to be creative and overlap some pieces.
6. Once the paper has been fully covered by their collection of items, allow it to dry.
7. This type of collage is excellent in discovering the tints and shades of one color. It is also a
helpful tool in learning the basic colors, you could repeat this lesson with a new color each time.

For more lesson, activities
and coloring pages visit:

colo r w i t h l e o . c o m
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